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Metadata is a vital part of a digital document. It represents data about the              

document, which can be used in classifying, indexing and digital document           

management in general. Despite no lack of tools, some of document metadata is             

missing or blatantly wrong. Machine learning, a subset of artificial intelligence,           

utilizes the combination of increase in both computational processing power and           

amount of available material to learn models depicting the material’s          

characteristic features. A Design Science Research Methodology process was         

used in this thesis to create a machine learning system, that is capable of deducing               

the type metadata for a document based on its contents. The system’s performance             

was remarkably good when tested against the material used for training, but            

classifying the evaluation batch left room for improvement, which most likely           

wasn’t due to the system itself. The system was successfully integrated into an             

existing digital service platform, but using it in production requires further           

development iterations.  
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Metadata on tärkeä osa sähköistä asiakirjaa. Se sisältää tietoa asiakirjasta, mitä           

voidaan hyödyntää esimerkiksi luokittelussa, indeksoinnissa ja yleisesti sähköisen        

asioinnin toiminnoissa. Tarjolla olevista työkaluista huolimatta osa asiakirjojen        

metadatasta on puutteellista tai suorastaan väärin. Tekoälyn osakokonaisuudeksi        

luokiteltava koneoppiminen hyödyntää käytettävissä olevan laskentatehon ja       

materiaalin määrän kasvua oppimalla sille syötetystä materiaalista materiaalia        

kuvaavia malleja. Tässä diplomityössä kehitettiin Design Science Research        

Methodology -prosessin avulla koneoppiva järjestelmä, jonka avulla voidaan        

määrittää asiakirjan tyyppi-metadata sen sisällön perusteella. Järjestelmän       

suorituskyky oli erittäin hyvä koulutuksessa käytetyllä aineistolla, mutta arviointia         

varten varatun aineiston luokittelu jätti paljon parantamisen varaa, todennäköisesti         

järjestelmästä riippumattomista syistä johtuen. Järjestelmä integroitiin      

onnistuneesti olemassaolevaan sähköisen asioinnin palveluun, mutta sen       

hyödyntäminen tuotantokäytössä vaatii jatkokehitystä.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The following covers the background, motivation, objectives and restrictions, and          

a brief summary of the thesis’ structure. 

1.1 Background 

According to Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary metadata is defined as data          

providing information on other data. Therefore document metadata is information          

about the document, stored on the document for convenience as illustrated in            

figure 1. It can be used to locate and help understanding the document by              

providing an additional context for the actual content of the document. Figure 1             

also illustrates some of the provided context document metadata may include, for            

example, document author, date of creation, file size and the type of the             

document.  
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FIGURE 1. A document’s metadata fields as shown by Microsoft Word 

 

Definition of document metadata is useful for searching, browsing and filtering           

(Adefowoke, Sunday Adewale and Oluwole, 2009) and many of the modern text            

manipulation software provides the user with an option to provide metadata for            

the edited document. Ideally, metadata would be defined by the document’s           

authors to be used by other systems (Adefowoke, Sunday Adewale and Oluwole,            

2009). In a 2003 report on Metadata and Search workshop, the authors argue that              

despite no lack of tools, author created metadata is often of poor quality and              

includes incomplete or incorrect information (Crystal and Land, 2003). Thus          

automated extraction of metadata from document body can be recognized as an            

important research issue (Adefowoke, Sunday Adewale and Oluwole, 2009; Hui          

et al., 2003; Liddy et al., 2002; Yilmazel, Finneran and Liddy, 2004). 

 

According to the Finnish Ministry of Finance (2019) digital services, also known            

as eservices or e-services, are used to increase the opportunities for citizens,            

companies and corporations to use public services regardless of time and place. In             

Finland public sector provided digital services are governed by legislation.          

Section 5 of the Act on Electronic Services and Communication in the Public             

Sector dictates: 

 

“An authority in possession of the requisite technical, financial and other           

resources shall, within the bounds of these, offer to the public the option to              

send a message to a designated electronic address or other designated           

device in order to lodge a matter or to have it considered. Furthermore,             

the authority shall offer to the public the option to deliver statutory or             

ordered notifications, requested accounts and other similar documents and         

messages by electronic means.” 
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Use of digital services saves public resources (The Finnish Ministry of Finance,            

2019; Nikkilä, 2017; Hynninen, Jäske and Tiili, 2015) by enhancing the public            

service production and thus they are to be held as the most attractive service              

medium to the clients (The Finnish Ministry of Finance, 2019). As the following             

Table 1 illustrates, according to the 2014 evaluation of the digital services            

provided by the city of Helsinki, it was determined that the amount of registered              

civilian users had multiplied by a 12-fold in the span of four years (Hynninen,              

Jäske and Tiili, 2015). By the same year, but in the span of just three years, the                 

amount of business users had multiplied by a 17-fold (Hynninen, Jäske and Tiili,             

2015). Both of these statistics support a presumption of a trend indicating            

continuous growth as more digital services are made available to the public. 

 

TABLE 1. Usage data of asiointi.hel.fi (Hynninen, Jäske and Tiili, 2015) 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Number of 
available 

digital 
services 

2 12 52 50 53 57 

Registered 
private 

customers 

 16940 58500 101796 154194 201634 

Registered 
business 

customers 

  58 610 815 1003 

Total 
sessions 

   317369 494148 559064 

 

Despite of the exact nature of a digital service, the key component is relaying an               

electronic message (Pajukoski, 2004). A message can be perceived as an abstract            

definition that can be extended to such day to day concepts as email, document,              

picture or merely a string of text between the recipients. Relaying passive            

information and automatic replies are often seen as a defining aspect of a digital              
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service (Pajukoski, 2004). In the context of this thesis digital services consist of             

government, municipality or bureau provided, information technology aided        

systems for citizens, companies and corporations forming the main user base. 

 

Machine learning (ML) is used as a blanket term for a set of tools and methods                

that are capable of adjusting their behavior based on the data they’ve processed.             

Rather than using a strict rule-based code to program everything for a system to              

do, the system learns from the data, similar to how humans process information             

(Morgan, 2018). At the highest level of abstraction, a machine learning system’s            

core function is to infer patterns and extract insight from a record of the              

observable world (Conway and White, 2012).  

 

As depicted in the figure 2, machine learning is often perceived as a subset of               

artificial intelligence (AI). In layman’s terms artificial intelligence is used to           

describe use of system executed algorithms to solve intelligence requiring          

complex problems. More on machine learning can be read in Chapter 3. 

 

 

FIGURE 2. Machine learning in relation to artificial intelligence and deep           

learning 
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1.2 Visma Consulting Oy 

Visma Consulting Oy is a Finnish information technology (IT) company and a            

part of the Nordic information and communications technology (ICT) focused          

Visma Corporation. As one of the eight Visma companies in Finland, Visma            

Consulting focuses on providing consulting services and various software         

solutions for Finnish corporations and public sector clients. Its core business is            

service design, digital services, specialised IT-solutions and knowledge        

management (Visma.fi, 2019). Employing nearly 350 persons and awarded with          

several financial health excellency proving certificates, Visma Consulting        

achieved a turnover of over 40 million euros in the fiscal year of 2018 (Visma.fi,               

2019). 

 

A rough subject for this thesis was suggested by Visma Consulting because digital             

services are one of the company's numerous core businesses and there is growing             

interest in integrating machine learning in both future and existing products and            

projects. The final artifact of this thesis is proposed to be integrated into an              

existing digital service platform to help fill the possible gaps (Crystal and Land,             

2003) in document metadata. The company also hopes to increase the in-house            

knowledge on machine learning as a byproduct.  
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1.3 Objectives and restrictions 

The main objective for the thesis, as set by the stakeholders, is to develop and               

implement a machine learning system that is capable of filling gaps in document             

metadata in the context of digital services. With Design Science (DS) forming the             

basic guideline for creating the final artifact, and the research question being            

strictly limited by the main objective of the thesis, the main research question is: 

 

Is it possible to create a machine learning system, which can be used to fill               

gaps in document metadata? 

 

The main research question is backed by sub-questions: 

 

How to integrate a machine learning sub-system into an existing system? 

 

How to implement extensibility in a machine learning system? 

 

Due to the fact that the thesis artifact is planned to be integrated into a time and                 

budget constrained client project, the thesis artifact’s functionalities to be          

implemented are limited by the client project constraints. Therefore the thesis           

artifact will focus on filling missing document type metadata only. The artifact is             

to be designed with future integrability and extensibility in mind. 

1.4 Methodology 

The development process of the thesis artifact follows the guidelines of Design            

Science Research Methodology (DSRM) (Peffers et al., 2007). DSRM’s         

foundations lie in Design Science, which was first described in context of            

information systems research by a group of researchers lead by Alan Hevner in             

2004. The original paper (Hevner et al., 2004) does not present a model or process               

for performing Design Science Research (DSR). However, Hevner himself (2007)          
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and others, most notably Peffers et al. (2007) in the context of this thesis’              

methods, have driven the concept further.  

 

Chapter 4 offers a deeper insight on the used DSRM process. 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 offers a brief introduction               

on document management and the role document metadata has in it. Chapter 3             

aims to offer enough information on machine learning to familiarize the reader            

with the concepts under the hood of the system to be implemented. Before diving              

into the implementation process of the artifact, Chapter 4 offers more insight on             

the theory behind the artifact’s implementation. Chapter 5 describes the          

generation process of the artifact and the artifact itself in relation to how it’s              

implementation was planned earlier in the Chapter 4. Chapter 6 contains           

discussion based on the generation process of the artifact such as how            

implementable the system is in the given context, analysis on its evaluation and             

possible future research prospects. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and is followed            

only by the list of references and the list of appendices.  
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2. DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT AND 

METADATA 

Both electronic document management (EDM) and metadata are of great          

importance in modern society. The following chapter focuses on describing the           

two in the context of this thesis. 

 

According to a global study, conducted in 2015 by the International Data            

Corporation (Webster, 2015), many of today’s enterprise business processes         

require a final step that is a disconnected, discontinuous experience from the rest             

of the process. The report of the study calls this the “last mile”. The last mile often                 

requires exchanging information in document form as documents are “how people           

communicate ideas, share information and record their understandings” (Webster,         

2015). For the aforementioned study, the International Data Corporation         

interviewed over 1500 business leaders, IT leaders and information workers in           

Western industrial countries. The study revealed 51 % of the interviewees having            

observed documents getting misfiled or lost, 36 % admitting to having cited            

agreements that have lacked information and 46 % being unsure whether or not             

copies exist of all of the signed agreements (Webster, 2015). Most importantly            

from a business point of view, the study states that 46 % of the business leaders                

claim ineffective document processes impairing their ability to plan, forecast and           

budget. As for the information workers the study revealed that approximately  

80 % of their time is spent working with documents (Webster, 2015).  

 

In construction industry only, a single project may accumulate a very large            

amount of documents, with the total number of the industry’s documents and            

online available documentable data resources continuously increasing over time         

(Hjelt and Björk, 2006; Pathirage, Amaratunga and Haigh, 2007; Shin, 2015).           

Craig and Sommerville (2006) approximate that some 7200 documents may be           
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generated for a single construction project consisting of useful information and           

insights (Ma, La and Wu, 2011; Soibelman et al., 2008). Besides emerging online             

resources (Pathirage, Amaratunga and Haigh, 2007; Shin, 2015), regulatory and          

compliance pressures are also contributing factors to the ever accumulating          

amount of documents (Churchill, 2019). Despite the surge in total amount of            

documents, paper documents have not completely been overthrown by their          

digital alternatives due to tangible paper’s several useful properties. Paper          

documents’ ease of navigation and their annotativity are among those identified           

by Sellen and Harper in their paperless office study concluded in 2011. In his              

article on online document management for Infonomics magazine, Chris Churchill          

goes on to list improved control and compliance, quicker access to information            

and greater processing efficiencies that drive cost savings as some of the benefits             

of e-documents. Jervis and Masoodian (2017) also acknowledge the same benefits           

recognized by Churchill.  

 

Electronic document management systems (EDMS) can be used to support the           

end users in information processes. Their aim is to provide simple, logical and             

quick ways of storing, finding and retrieving documents in an electronic format            

(Degerstedt, 2000; Löwnertz, 1998). Hjelt and Björk (2006) identify that the           

internet and its protocols have played a crucial role in enterprising these systems             

from the mere tailor-made network solutions they were before the internet. Case            

studies conducted by Sulankivi, Lakka and Luedke (2002) indicate improved          

speed, quality and cost efficiency in EDMS supported information processes.          

Thus it can be deducted that accompanying e-documents with an EDMS, may            

result in positive results by streamlining business processes via workflow and           

information sharing, which, according to Hammer and Hershman (2010) can also           

improve information management. The two also argue that electronic document          

management system implementation can resolve complex business problems,        

deliver real competitive advantage and transform organisations. An electronic         

document management system enables organizations to manage their documents         
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throughout their lifecycle from a draft into an archive (Jones, 2012). A successful             

implementation of an EDMS does, however, require strong management         

commitment, detailed document management guidelines and sufficient training        

(Sulankivi, Lakka and Luedke, 2002; O’Brien, 2000).  

 

Metadata is often described only as data about data. United States based National             

Information Standards Organization (NISO) primer provides us with a more          

thorough definition: 

 

“[Metadata is] structured information that describes, explains, locates, or         

otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an information           

resource.” (Riley, 2004) 

 

In the updated primer metadata is defined as: 

 

“[Metadata is] the information we create, store, and share to describe           

things, [which] allows us to interact with these things to obtain the            

knowledge we need” (Riley, 2017) 

 

In the latest primer, NISO has also identified and provided examples of several             

different metadata types listed in table 2. Descriptive metadata is, as the name             

suggests, descriptive to the resource’s properties providing data like title, author           

and date of publication. Technical metadata denotes the resource’s technical          

properties such as file size and type. Preservation metadata can be used to             

describe the integrity monitoring checksum and the conditions regulating the          

resource’s preservation. Rights metadata explains the resource’s rights, e.g.         

copyright and distribution information. Structural metadata can be used to define           

how to fit together partitioned resources. Finally the more seldom used markup            

languages metadata is used to denote notable features in the content such as             

paragraphs and text formatting in a textual resource 
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TABLE 2. Metadata types, example properties and use cases (Riley, 2017) 

Metadata Type Example Properties Primary Uses 

Descriptive metadata Title 
Author 
Subject 
Genre 
Publication date 

Discovery 
Display 
Interoperability 

Technical metadata File type 
File size 
Creation date/time 
Compression scheme 

Interoperability 
Digital object management 
Preservation 

Preservation metadata Checksum 
Preservation event 

Interoperability 
Digital object management 
Preservation 

Rights metadata Copyright status 
License terms 
Rights holder 

Interoperability 
Digital object management 

Structural metadata Sequence 
Place in hierarchy 

Navigation 

Markup languages Paragraph 
Heading 
List 
Name 
Date 

Navigation 
Interoperability 

 

Kip Wolf (2008) of Tunnel Consulting argues that document metadata is as            

valuable as the content, when it comes to managing and creating electronic            

documents. According to him, every electronic document management system’s         

fundamental principle is based on the document objects consisting of the content            

and the metadata of the documents as illustrated in Figure 3. In a broader, EDMS               

linked sense, metadata can be described as the core set of elements needed for the               

effective retrieval and management of information (Sprehe, 2004). 
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Figure 3. A simplified class diagram of a document object consisting of content             

and metadata (adapted from Wolf, 2008) 

 

Losing (for prevalence see Webster, 2015) any of the components illustrated in            

figure 3, may lead to losing value of the object altogether (Wolf, 2008). Due to the                

importance of metadata and its usefulness in searching, browsing and filtering           

e-documents (Adefowoke, Sunday Adewale and Oluwole, 2009), storing,        

monitoring and altering metadata can be considered as a standard EDMS feature.            

Although it’s setup can be partially automated and research (Adefowoke, Sunday           

Adewale and Oluwole, 2009; Hui et al., 2003; Liddy et al., 2002; Yilmazel,             

Finneran and Liddy, 2004) suggests a need for further input automation, some of             

the metadata fields still need to be input manually (Adefowoke, Sunday Adewale            

and Oluwole, 2009) possibly causing human errors (Crystal and Land, 2003).  
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3. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND 

MACHINE LEARNING 

The following offers a brief glimpse into the basics behind machine learning;            

what is machine learning, why is it seemingly such a big thing all of a sudden and                 

how is machine learning being implemented nowadays. The chapter also contains           

information on machine learning in the context of this thesis by describing the             

used tools and methods. 

3.1 Overview 

The term artificial intelligence originates from the 1950s. AI was first discussed in             

its current form at three occasions. First at the 1955 Session on Learning             

Machines held in conjunction with Western Joint Computer Conference in Los           

Angeles, then at the 1956 Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial           

Intelligence and finally at the 1958 Mechanization of Thought Processes          

symposium held in London (Solomonoff, 1985; Moor, 2006; Nilsson, 2009,          

Russell and Norvig, 2010). Since its birth, effective unsupervised learning,          

sometimes hailed as artificial general intelligence (AGI) to describe it’s lack of            

field limitations, or even as artificial superintelligence (ASI), the hypothetical          

ability of a machine to far surpass the human brain, has been regarded as the holy                

grail of AI. With the current technology, however, AI has yet to reach the              

sophistication level of it’s biological counterpart, and it is uncertain whether or            

not the current AI implementations, e.g. deep learning algorithms, are the correct            

path towards AGI (Russell and Norvig, 2010; Sabour, Frosst and Hinton, 2017;            

Morgan, 2018). Patterson and Gibson (2017) even suggest refraining from talking           

about machine learning as AI to avoid brain analogies. 
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Although the artificial general intelligence and it’s derivatives still remain as a            

frontier yet to be reached, the current AI boom has seen the emergence of the               

narrow AI: systems capable of performing individual tasks, around which also this            

thesis revolves. According to World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)         

the current popularity extends a series of ups and downs often referred as AI              

summers and winters with over half of the identified inventions dating after the             

year 2013. WIPO also states that the ratio of scientific papers to inventions has              

decreased from 8:1 in 2010 to 3:1 in 2016, indicating the AI’s shift from              

theoretical to practical implementations (WIPO, 2019). In WIPO Technology         

Trends 2019 - Artificial Intelligence -report Andrew Ng, the CEO of Landing AI             

and deeplearning.ai, already recognizes AI as a creator of economic wealth (also            

Grech et al., 2018) and AI is predicted to add $15,7 trillion to the global economy                

by 2030 (Morgan, 2018).  

 

The new AI opportunities have opened up as large amounts of data to be compiled               

and shared have become accessible. Another contributing factor is the spread of            

low-cost graphics processing units (GPU), capable of huge computational loads          

(Chio and Freeman, 2018; Grech et al., 2018; Osinga, 2018; WIPO, 2019). AI’s             

entrance to the global marketplace from the theoretical realm is thus fueled by a              

combination of digitized data and rapidly advancing computational processing         

power (Russell and Norvig, 2010; Patterson and Gibson, 2017; Grech et al., 2018;             

Osinga, 2018; WIPO, 2019). This growth, combined with advances in global           

connectivity (WIPO, 2019), has acted as the seed for the current AI summer. It              

can be speculated that the increased number of AI based solutions will generate             

more economic wealth, thus increasing the amount of research and development           

funds directed towards new AI implementations. This in turn has the possibility of             

creating a positive feedback loop. 

 

To better grasp machine learning, it is important to define what learning means in              

its context. Patterson and Gibson (2017) describe learning as, “gaining knowledge           
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by studying, experience or being taught”. The Nobel Prize-winning economist          

Herbert Simon has stated that, “Learning is any process by which a system             

improves its performance from experience” (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012).         

According to Russell and Norvig (2010), the modern grandfathers of AI           

(Patterson and Gibson, 2017), a learning agent is capable of improving its            

performance based on previous experiences. The two also list three motivators for            

learning agents: the impossibility to anticipate all of the agent’s possible future            

scenarios, the impossibility to predict all changes over time and the occasional            

human designers’ incapability to program a solution themselves. 

 

Russell and Norvig (2010) define the three main types of machine learning as             

follows. In unsupervised learning the training data is used to teach the agent             

existing underlying patterns without explicit feedback. It is a technique          

implemented by the likes of support vector machines, clustering and feature           

selection and transformation (Nilsson, 2009; Kirk, 2017). The most common type           

of machine learning (Kirk, 2017), supervised learning, has the agent observing           

input-output pairs and learns a function that maps from input to output. Methods             

such as decision trees and neural networks are prime examples of supervised            

learning (Nilsson, 2009; Kirk, 2017). Lastly reinforcement learning is about          

teaching the agent with the help of rewards or punishments with important            

applications ranging in hundreds (Nilsson, 2009; Kirk, 2017). They can be           

thought as algorithms that optimize the life of something (Kirk, 2017). 

 

 

FIGURE 4. Search frequencies for artificial intelligence and machine learning 
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WIPO’s report acknowledges machine learning as the most prominent of the AI            

related innovations with ML being involved in over a third of all identified             

inventions (2019; also Grech et al., 2018). The popularity of machine learning can             

also be observed in figure 4, depicting Google searches of both artificial            

intelligence and machine learning, where ML has far surpassed AI as a search             

trend. Haifen Wang, the Senior Vice President of Baidu, recognizes that for nearly             

the past ten years deep learning in particular has been well studied and significant              

progress has been made (WIPO, 2019). Kazuyuki Motohashi, a professor in the            

University of Tokyo, states that the idea for the deep neural networks comes from              

the mechanism of how the human brain works and that some of the progress in AI                

field has actually been driven by the interaction between computer science and            

cognitive science (WIPO, 2019). 

 

Fundamentally machine learning comes down to representing data in some type of            

model with the help of algorithms (Patterson and Gibson, 2017) and constructing            

hypotheses from data (Nilsson, 2009). Malcolm Johnson, the Deputy         

Secretary-General of International Telecommunication Union acknowledges that       

AI’s key advantage is its ability to analyze big data and identify patterns and              

correlations that might otherwise pass unnoticed. In the same report Andreessen           

Horowitz partner Frank Chen also supports Johnson’s notion by stating: “The           

technique is basically: give me examples and I will figure out which ones are              

relevant. The bigger the set of data you have, the better predictions you make.”              

(WIPO, 2019). Conway and White (2012) add to this by stating that machine             

learning is learning from the subject’s records and then creating a model of that              

will inform our understanding of this context going forward. 
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3.2 Classifying 

 

FIGURE 5. Illustration of machine learning in the field of AI (adapted from             

Grech et al., 2018) 

 

Artificial neural network (ANN) assisted deep learning, visible in figure 5, is an             

important subset of machine learning. According to WIPO’s patent filings, deep           

learning and neural networks are the fastest growing AI techniques with 175 %             

and 46 % respective growth rates from 2013 to 2016 (WIPO, 2019). The growth              

in interest is also visible in GitHub, a collaborative open source software            

development platform. The repository data with mentions of deep learning and           

neural networks have skyrocketed from 238 mentions of deep learning and 43            

mentions of neural networks in 2014 (WIPO, 2019) to 116 995 and 129 154              

mentions in 2019 respectively. Inspired by the human brain and its neurons, deep             

learning is especially predicated on an idea of learning from example. It has             

multiple definitions but they all revolve around this same idea. Patterson and            
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Gibson (2017) describe deep learning as a “neural network with more than two             

layers” and “neural networks with a large number of parameters and layers”. So to              

understand deep learning, one has to grasp the concept of neural networks. Neural             

networks, such as the feed-forward multilayer neural network in figure 6, consist            

of a series of layers which in term consist of artificial neurons called perceptrons              

or nodes. Much like their biologic counterparts, each perceptron accepts an input            

or multiple inputs, proceeds to process the given data and then relays the result for               

the next layer of perceptrons to process. 

 

 

FIGURE 6. A multilayer neural network 

 

The connections between each perceptron are called weights. Adjusting the          

weights with the help of a back propagation (Nilsson, 2009) adjusts the            

importance of that input in terms of that perceptron’s output by minimizing error.             

Because the data given to a neural network varies, its weights are the closest thing               

to long-term information storage available. Besides the weights and the data           

given, a perceptron also contains a bias value aimed to ensure activation of certain              
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nodes. An activation function combines the inputs, weights and biases,          

transforming them into an input for the next perceptrons in line.  

 

The Figure 5 is also depicting machine learning’s growing importance in the AI             

field (Grech et al., 2018). Besides the expansion driving artificial neural networks,            

it also illustrates several other important machine learning methods. Especially          

during the declined interest of ANNs in the 90’s and early 2000s, the more easily               

approachable models like support vector machines (SVMs) and decision trees          

became popular (Osinga, 2018).  

 

Support vector machines are used to boost supervised machine learning methods           

(Nilsson, 2009; Kirk, 2017). SVMs are used to maximize the generalization of            

training samples by minimizing the expected generalization loss (Russell and          

Norvig, 2010; Kirk, 2017). Figure 7 shows two groups of training samples with             

one group consisting of squares and the other consisting of dots.  

 

 

FIGURE 7. Separating points with a linear boundary (adapted from Nilsson,           

2009) 
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The figure also has three linear boundaries. The two dotted lines that intersect a              

training sample or multiple samples represent the minimum margin separator and           

the third, solid line represents a maximum margin separator (Russell and Norvig,            

2010). Without going too deep into the mathematics behind SVMs, their key            

insight is that some samples are more important than others (Russell and Norvig,             

2010). By minimizing the expected generalization loss the samples yet to be            

plotted, are more likely to end up in the correct category. With the help of kernel                

tricks, which is essentially changing the projection of the data, SVM’s can be             

applied even in data that is not linear (Kirk, 2017). 

 

 

FIGURE 8. A simple decision tree for whether to bring an umbrella to the work               

or not 

 

Decision tree learning is simple, yet successful implementation of machine          

learning (Russell and Norvig, 2010) and the trees themselves can be constructed            

automatically from large databases (Nilsson, 2009). Consisting of multiple binary          
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(Chio and Freeman, 2018) test sequences as shown in Figure 8, the goal is to               

create a model predicting the decision based on an input vector. In some cases              

decision tree learning may suffer from a problem called overfitting. Basically an            

overfitted model has been brute-forced out of the noise in training data although             

there should be none. Such situation may occur if the hypothesis space and the              

number of input attributes grows (Russell and Norvig, 2010). To combat           

overfitting, a technique called pruning may be used to eliminate clearly irrelevant            

nodes (Russell and Norvig, 2010; Kirk, 2017) resulting in a subtree inside the full              

decision tree. Understandably in the more complex decision trees the amount of            

possible subtrees can become overwhelming, making it more demanding to find           

the most optimal subtree.  

 

Ensemble methods can be used to overcome the problems spawning from           

complexity. They can be thought as meta-programming for machine learning: a           

model may consist of submodels (Kirk, 2017). In the context of decision trees, an              

ensemble method called bootstrap aggregated, often shortened as bagging, random          

forest has been proven fit (Nilsson, 2009; Kirk, 2017). The idea of bagging is to               

improve the model by changing only the training set by aggregating multiple            

random versions of the training set or feature space and using these aggregates to              

train additional classifiers (Nilsson, 2009; Kirk, 2017). Once the training data has            

been bagged, and all of the classifiers have been trained, a final classification can              

be made by a majority vote. When bagging is applied to decision tree learning,              

one ends up with a forest of randomized decision trees - a random forest. 

 

Logistic regression is a classifying method used to locate boundaries in discrete            

classes in given data with the help of a sigmoid function (Burger, 2018). Using              

numerical input vectors, it approximates the log odds for each data point. The log              

odds can be calculated as log p/(1-p), where p is the event’s occurrence             

probability (Chio and Freeman, 2018). The calculated value can be used to            

determine a given data point’s class (Buduma and Locascio, 2017; Burger, 2018). 
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3.3 Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

In the context of this thesis it is also important to discuss machine learning’s              

application against textual vectors. Natural languages entail the languages used in           

interhuman communication (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012). Computerized       

understanding, generating, translating and conversing (Nilsson, 2009) in natural         

languages in AI context can all be engulfed under the term natural language             

processing. Because of the natural languages’ size and ever changing nature, even            

the best NLP models are merely approximations (Russell and Norvig, 2010).           

According to Russell and Norvig (2010) there are two reasons for the interest in              

computer agents capable of natural language processing: first, to communicate          

with humans and second, to acquire information from textual data, with the latter             

of the two being more of interest in the context of this thesis. Pustejovsky and               

Stubbs (2012) mention document classification as one of the most successful NLP            

areas due to the relative simplicity of the learning models needed for classification             

algorithms. The role of categorization in modern society can be speculated to be             

aggravated due to the sheer amount of spam in e-mail communication. 

 

Before actually modeling the source material with the help of machine learning, a             

series of preprocessing steps may be taken. A common first measure is to remove              

stop words such as various articles and short function words with no contextual             

information value or semantic (Rajaraman, Ullman and Leskovec, 2014).         

Tokenization is the task of chopping up a document into character sequences            

called tokens. A token refers to a character sequence in a particular context that              

are grouped together as a semantic unit for processing (Manning, Raghavan, and            

Schütze, 2008). All identical character sequences in a document form a type. An             

example phrase “to exercise harder to live” contains five tokens, but only four             

types. If stop words are removed one is left with only three tokens: exercise,              

harder and live. Next up the tokens can be stemmed and lemmatized to locate the               

root words by reducing the inflectional or related form (Manning, Raghavan, and            
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Schütze, 2008). Applying either of these to the example tokens would reduce            

harder into its root word hard. However, there is a difference between the two              

methods. Stemming usually relies on a crude heuristic process that chops off the             

ends of words, sometimes ending up completely butchering the originals, whereas           

vocabulary and morphological analysis relying lemmatization aims to remove         

inflectional endings only, leaving the lemma, the dictionary form of a word, intact             

(Manning, Raghavan, and Schütze, 2008). Lastly Named Entity Recognition         

(NER) may prove useful in cases when the data contains a lot of tokens that by                

themselves hold little value for the context. NER is used to label such tokens in a                

way that it enriches the context (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012) by describing the             

type of the token, e.g. name, location, date or sum. 

 

N-gram models are based on the characteristics of natural language. In natural            

languages a body of text has multiple sentences which in term are formed from              

sequences of words that consist of characters. N-gram models refer to sequences            

of written symbols of n length. Thus a sequence of two symbols or words would               

be referred as bigram and a sequence of three would be referred as trigram and so                

forth. A model of the probability distribution of n-letter sequences is thus called             

an n-gram model (Russell and Norvig, 2010). N-gram character models can be            

used, for example, for language identification whereas n-gram word models are           

more suitable for text classification purposes (Russell and Norvig, 2010) with the            

help of classification methods such as those discussed in the previous chapter.            

Bag-Of-Words (BOW) model is an often used implementation of a unigram. In            

BOW all of the words in training corpus, the annotated dataset, are indexed and              

used as a vector to train a machine learning model. This however comes with the               

cost of losing the notion of the words (Russell and Norvig, 2010; Le and Mikolov,               

2014). 

 

Doc2vec and word2vec are both NLP tools proposed and developed by Google            

(Mikolov et al, 2013; Le and Mikolov, 2014). They both employ the same             
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principle of representing textual structures, e.g. a word, a paragraph or a            

document, as a vector concatenated or averaged with other vectors in a context.             

The resulting vector can then be used to predict other structures in context.             

Especially Doc2vec that is based on Paragraph vector by Le and Mikolov (2014)             

performs significantly well with a 32% relative improvement in terms of           

paragraph feature calculation error rate in comparison to other state of the art             

methods such as Bag-Of-Bigrams or Bag-Of-Words (Le and Mikolov, 2014).   
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4. METHODOLOGY 

This chapter describes the methodology process and how it was implemented in            

practice during the research process. 

4.1 Design Science Research Methodology 

Design Science Research Methodology was chosen as the main resource to help            

design and implement the thesis artifact. When Alan Hevner first described           

Design Science in the context of information systems research, he defined that its             

most important guideline is to produce an artifact created to address the problem             

(Hevner et al., 2004). Hevner, somewhat of a Design Science pioneer, along with             

his colleague Samir Chatterjee further described Design Science Research as a           

research paradigm in which a designer answers questions relevant to human           

problems via the creation of innovative artifacts, thereby contributing new          

knowledge to the body of scientific evidence. They state that the designed artifacts             

are both useful and fundamental in understanding that problem (Hevner and           

Chatterjee, 2010). Its applicability in solving human problems via software makes           

it a suitable option for situations where humans interact with software systems. 

 

To further illustrate the nature of the artifact creation, Antti Knutas mentions in             

his doctoral thesis that a design science research process describes a pipeline            

where the desired artifact is created through an iterative design and evaluation            

process (2016). A prototype, created at the end of each iteration, is used to              

evaluate the current design until the predefined requirements of the artifact have            

been met. The thesis artifact’s performance and its implementation will be           

reviewed by the author in collaboration with the head software architect of Visma             

Consulting Oy. 
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Peffers et al. acknowledge that design science is of importance in a discipline             

oriented to the creation of successful artifacts with several researchers pioneering           

DS research in information science. However, by 2007 only some DS research            

had been done within the discipline itself. In their paper Peffers et al. describe a               

methodology to serve as a framework for DS research and a template for its              

presentation (2007). The Design Science Research Methodology incorporates        

principles, practices, and procedures required to carry out such research and meets            

three objectives: it is consistent with prior literature, it provides a nominal process             

model for doing DS research, and it provides a mental model for presenting and              

evaluating DS research in IS. (Peffers et al., 2007) The defined process includes             

six steps: problem identification and motivation, definition of the objectives for a            

solution, design and development, demonstration, evaluation, and communication.        

(Peffers et al., 2007) Figure 9 illustrates the process, chosen as a guideline for this               

thesis, depicting the six aforementioned parts: 

 

Activity 1. Problem identification and motivation 

As a problem with a need to solve it arises, the problem should be defined               

and atomized to help developing and evaluating the solution providing          

artifact. By atomizing the problem, its complexity becomes clearer which          

in term helps justify the value of a solution. This activity requires            

knowledge of the state of the problem and the importance of its solution.             

(Peffers et al., 2007) 

 

Activity 2. Define the objectives for a solution 

From the basis of the identified problem, and knowing the possibilities and            

constraints, a set of objectives that the solution should meet is defined. The             

objectives should be inferred from the problem specification. This activity          

requires knowledge of the current state of problems and solutions. (Peffers           

et al., 2007)  
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Activity 3. Design and development 

Implementation of the solution in the form of a design research artifact.            

All of the designed objects that are embedded in the design thanks to prior              

research on the subject, can be treated as design research artifacts. This            

activity requires theoretical knowledge that is used to form the artifact or            

artifacts. (Peffers et al., 2007) 

 

Activity 4. Demonstration 

The artifacts capabilities are showcased against the defined problem. This          

activity requires knowledge on how to use the artifact in the problem            

context. (Peffers et al., 2007) 

 

Activity 5. Evaluation 

Observing and measuring the artifacts capability in solving the problem.          

Its performance should be compared to the objectives of a solution. The            

possible metrics to be evaluated are numerous. They include, for example,           

objective quantitative measures such as improvements in task execution         

time, or more subjective, qualitative analysis in the form of client feedback            

or user satisfaction surveys. This activity determines whether or not to           

iterate back to activity 3 to improve the artifact further or to continue on.              

This activity requires knowledge of relevant metrics and analysis         

techniques. (Peffers et al., 2007) 

 

Activity 6. Communication 

Diffusing the resulting knowledge to project stakeholders. The problem         

and its importance and the artifact, its capabilities and implementation are           

communicated to the relevant audiences. This activity requires knowledge         

of the disciplinary culture. (Peffers et al., 2007) 
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Peffers et al. note that there is no expectation to proceed in sequential order              

through the activities. As depicted in the Figure 9, the process may start at almost               

any step and span outward (Peffers et al., 2007). A solution based on DSRM              

process beginning at activity 1 is called a problem-centered iteration. It often            

spans from a recognized problem. An objective-centered solution begins from          

activity 2. It may be initiated by recognizing that an artifact is needed to resolve               

an encountered situation. Third solution is a design- and development-centered          

approach starting respectively at activity 3. Design- and development-centered         

solution may be of option in situations where an already existing solution or             

artifact is deemed fit to resolve another, differentiating problem. The fourth and            

final solution is called a client-/context-initiated solution. It starts from activity 4            

and requires applying the DSRM process retroactively to end up with a DS             

solution.  

4.2 Applying DSRM  

Because this research was spawned from a recognized problem, the process was to             

be iterated as problem-centered. Thus the process would progress from the           

leftmost activity in figure 9 to the rightmost with the possibly required iterative             

steps included. 

 

A client chose an existing digital service platform as a solution for managing and              

archiving documents created for various projects. The selection was followed by a            

series of meetings between the stakeholders regarding the more specific          

requirements and planned use cases for the solution. Mapping the requirements           

and use cases would act as the problem identification and motivation step of the              

DSRM process.  

 

A machine learning system was proposed to overcome the problem of unknown            

metadata. ML was chosen instead of a purely algorithmic solution because of the             

varying nature of different document types, the availability of labeled training           
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data and the fact that the client was also interested in machine learning             

capabilities. In an agreement with the client, a proof of concept -project, acting             

also as a basis for this thesis, was spawned to explore the feasibility of machine               

learning as a tool to fill gaps in document metadata. 

 

The design and development step of the process would consist of several parts. A              

sequence diagram was generated to illustrate the general flow of the system. The             

identified problems and their solutions were used as the main guideline for the             

illustration. Following the creation and approval of the sequence diagram, the           

development process was started by gathering the documents required to train the            

machine learning system. However, before using the documents in training the           

machine learning models they would need to be converted into a plain text format              

with Tesseract optical character recognition (OCR) software. This step was          

required because the models would be trained to classify documents based on            

their textual content. 

 

Due to its popularity in developing machine learning solutions and the number of             

available supporting libraries, the machine learning system was chosen to be           

developed with Python with the help of its multiple auxiliary libraries. The            

development would begin with descriptive analysis of the training material to gain            

a better understanding of the material at hand. It was also required to develop the               

methods to train the machine learning models. These methods would not only be             

used to create the initial models, but their implementation was also crucial to             

updating the models used by classifiers later on. Simplicity and previous success            

(Russell & Norvig, 2010) were the reasons for using bootstrap aggravated           

decision tree (See Chapter 3.2 Classifying), also known as Random forest, as one             

of the classifiers. It was also known that its operation could be boosted with the               

use of different vectorizations. Artificial neural network was chosen as the second            

model due to their recent popularity and versatility (WIPO, 2019). 
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Once trained, the capabilities of the three different models would be tested and             

evaluated with a material batch consisting of 185 varying documents supplied by            

the client. The material was not created by the client themselves, but by their              

contractors. The results generated by the demonstration and evaluation would          

represent a portion of the presentation for the stakeholders with the other portion             

being demonstrating the machine learning system in use. 

 

In order to demonstrate the machine learning system in action, it was to be              

integrated with a digital service platform. To do this, the trained models were             

saved and the Python’s Tornado library (Tornadoweb.org, 2019) was used to           

create a simple local web server. Tornado was chosen due to its simplicity,             

scalability (Tornadoweb.org, 2019) and the fact that there was no heavy           

computational load expected. The web server exposes an API endpoint returning           

the predicted probabilities for POST request containing a single .txt-document.          

The predicted document type probabilities would then be rendered by the frontend            

user-interface. 
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5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The following describes the results of the problem-centered iteration of the DSRM            

process ultimately resulting in an artifact creation and implementation. 

5.1 Problem identification and motivation 

During the pre-project meetings with the client, it was defined that their use case              

would entail archiving large amounts of digital or digitized data. A single archive             

would consist of a single project’s material. The use case would also require             

grouping varying document types in a single folder. However, the existing digital            

service platform, developed initially with another client’s needs in mind, assigns           

document metadata, such as the document type (see 1.3 Objectives and           

restrictions), based on the folder they’re placed in. Thus the already implemented            

solution, where the folder would govern some metadata of its documents, could            

not be reused. Yet another problem was, that although the client would be in              

charge of uploading the documents to the system, the documents themselves           

would be supplied not only by the client, but also by third parties. Without an               

existing unified process for setting document metadata, documents dating back          

several years and the users’ general ignorance towards creating metadata (Crystal           

and Land, 2003), it was deduced that most if not all documents would contain              

gaps and errors in their respective metadata. Based on the requirement and use             

case discussions with the client  the following problems were identified: 

1. The current iteration of the digital service platform assigns document          

metadata based on its location in the hierarchy 

2. A new use case requires the digital service platform to store varying types             

of documents in same location 

3. The documents to be uploaded will most likely have gaps in metadata due             

to their age, lack of a unified process to create metadata or general             

ignorance. 
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5.2 Objectives for the solution 

The objectives for a proof-of-concept project, acting as the solution, were derived            

from the identified problems in an agreement with the client. Document type was             

prioritized as the only metadata property to be deduced with the help of machine              

learning due to its importance and the multi-constrained nature of the project. It             

was agreed that some 18 000 documents, already created by the client with a              

document type assigned, could be used to train the machine learning system a             

selection of ten most common document types. A taught model would then be             

tested against a set of documents which desired type would be defined by the              

client. Based on the recognized requirements the following objectives were          

defined: 

1. A machine learning system is to be developed as a proof of concept 

2. The system should be taught the ten most common document types by            

using approximately 18 000 pre-classified documents created by the client 

3. A taught system should be able to identify documents based on their            

textual content 

4. The taught system would be measured against a real world project’s           

documents created by third parties. These documents would be         

pre-classified by the client 

5. The ML system should be integratable into the existing digital service           

platform 

6. With the system integrated, the digital service platform should be able to            

suggest the most probable document types for the user 
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5.3 Design and development 

 

FIGURE 10. Sequence Diagram of the implementation 

 

During the initial design phase a sequence diagram shown in Figure 10 was             

created. The diagram aims to give a better overview of what was to be done by                

modeling the high-level interactions between the user and sub-systems. The          

diagram features two actors; a user and a developer. The user depicts an end user               

willing to use the machine learning system to propose a document type for a              

document. The developer is a person capable of, and responsible for, retraining            

the machine learning models. Besides the actors, the diagram also captures five            

objects. Three of these, the digital service platform UI, a RESTful API and its              

backend and the Alfresco document management software already exist and are           

interconnected to form a digital service platform. The first of the two new objects              

was optical character recognition software Tesseract . It was to be used as a             

third party software to convert documents into plain text files. The other new             

object was the machine learning system itself. 
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Documents used for training the models would represent the ten most popular            

categories in Alfresco document management software. The popularity was         

measured in total number of documents of a given type. The extracted documents             

were known to be created by the client and any documents labeled as classified or               

containing classified information were discarded. Tesseract was then used to          

convert the extracted documents into plain text documents that are more           

maneuverable with text preprocessing tools. This resulted in a total of 18 313             

plain text documents available for training the machine learning models. Later on            

the documents shorter than 64 characters would get eliminated because they were            

observed to contain little to none actual textual data. Because the classifying was             

to be done based on the documents textual content, such documents wouldn’t be             

of any help and could be discarded. The final number of plain text documents              

used for training would total 13 709. At this point it was observed that some of the                 

content in documents had been incorrectly converted by Tesseract resulting in           

malformed words or paragraphs or inconsistent line breaks. The grand majority,           

however, was converted successfully to plain text format. 

 

NLTK (Bird, Loper and Klein, 2009) and scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al,           

2011) Python libraries were chosen for text preprocessing due to their established            

reputation (nltk.org, 2019; Scikit-learn.org, 2019) in the field. A high level           

framework for TensorFlow backend called Keras was used in creating          

artificial neural networks with the help of NumPy which is a library for scientific              

computing in Python. Keras was chosen due to its ease of use compared to              

TensorFlow itself (Keras.io, 2019). Data vectorization was done with the          

robust, efficient and hassle-free (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010; Řehůřek, 2019)          

gensim and scikit-learn. A boosted decision tree model, employing the          

vectorized data, was created with the renowned and award winning XGBoost           

(American Statistical Association, 2016; Linear Accelerator Laboratory, 2015).        
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Besides the listed machine learning libraries, libraries such as pandas and           

Matplotlib were used to help visualize the data. 

 

 

FIGURE 11. The most common words in the documents used for training 

 

The descriptive analysis of the tokenized material revealed that the documents           

themselves contain a lot of varying series of numbers (see figure 11), different             

dates and e-mail addresses. In total there were 10 626 001 words of which 427               

397 were unique.  

 

The text was preprocessed by first conducting series of named entity recognition            

operations (see Chapter 3.3 Natural Language Processing) with the help of regular            

expressions. This was done to convert numbers, dates and e-mail addresses into            

named entities that could be indexed under a single type in the corpus. This would               

help different models associate a specific document type with a specific range of             

named entities. As a result of NER there were 10 169 576 words left of which 362                 

410 unique. 
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Figure 12. Word frequency plot 

 

Further text examination revealed that the words frequency plot of the corpus,            

shown in figure 12, can be perceived as consistent with Zipf distribution derived             

from Zipf’s law. It asserts that the frequency f of certain event, for example              

appearance of a word in text, is inversely proportional to their rank r             

(Encyclopedia Britannica, 2019). This meant that some words in the corpus were            

so frequent or so rare, that using them in training the models could be              

unnecessary, as they would do very little to help distinguish one type from             

another. Two different machine learning models were picked to analyze the           

corpus: boosted decision trees with two different vectorization methods and an           

artificial neural network. 

 

To train a machine learning classifier, the textual tokens would need to be             

vectorized. The first vectorizer used for training a boosted decision tree classifier            

was a term frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) vectorizer. This was          

done by configuring scikit-learn ’s TfidfVectorizer to vectorize tokenized        
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documents so that the tokens appearing in over 90 % of the documents as well as                

tokens appearing in less than 10 documents would be ignored leaving a total of 49               

658 tokens to form the document vectors. The elimination of the most common             

and the rarest tokens would also act as a counter against the Zipf distributed              

corpus. The generated vectors could then be used to train an XGBoost library’s             

XGBClassifier, a gradient boosted decision tree classifier, by using it’s default of            

100 decision trees. A trained classifier would also be evaluated with K-fold            

cross-validation where k=5. The K-fold validation meant that the training data           

would be split into 5 parts for 5 training iterations. Each iteration would use 4               

parts for training and 1 part for testing. Each part would be used once to validate                

the training. 

 

 

FIGURE 13. A doc2vec vector representing a document 

 

The other vectorizer that was chosen was the gensim's implementation of            

doc2vec (see Chapter 3.3 Natural Language Processing). The vectorizer was          

configured to generate a Distributed Memory Model of Paragraph Vectors          

(PV-DM) as proposed by Le and Mikolov (2014). An unsupervised neural           

network would calculate a vector representation for each type appearing more           
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than twice in the corpus as well as a vector representation of a paragraph token for                

each document. The rate of appearance would act as a counter against the Zipf              

distribution. The paragraph token describes the document’s type. After         

vectorization a single document’s type vectors and it’s paragraph vector would be            

concatenated to represent the document. This generated a single vector with a            

length of 100 such as the one illustrated in Figure 13. A total of 13 709 vectors                 

similar to it were used to train an XGBClassifier that was similar to the one               

trained with vectors generated by TF-IDF vectorization. 

 

An artificial neural network’s applicability for the task was also tested due to their              

reported popularity and versatility (WIPO, 2019). To do this, the Keras ’           

Sequential model was used to create a linear stack of layers (Keras.io, 2019)             

visualized in tables 3 and 4. The Sequential model allows for creating a simple              

feed forward neural network layer-by-layer. The tables’ layer column indicates the           

type of the layer used. The output shape column describes the shape of the tensor,               

a multi-dimensional array of elements, that the layer outputs. The number of            

parameters column indicates the number of parameters handled by that specific           

layer that is calcuteable from its inputs. 

 

TABLE 3. Word based artificial neural network layers. The “None” on every row             

in the table’s Output shape column indicates that the batch size or total amount of               

documents is irrelevant. 

Layer type Output shape Number of parameters 

Embedding layer None, 1500, 160 4 800 000 

Pooling layer None, 160 0 

Dense layer None, 200 32 200 

Dense layer None, 10 2010 
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An initial Embedding layer is given the 30 000 integer encoded tokenized words             

and the layer outputs 1500 dense vectors of 160 dimensions. 1500 is equal to a               

chosen length of a document’s integer encoded tokens that should be taken into             

account. Keras recommends vectors of equal length to be used for more efficient             

matrix operations. This meant that the documents with less than 1500 tokens were             

padded with neutral data and the documents exceeding 1500 documents were           

truncated. 160 represents the embedding dimension, the length of the vector each            

integer encoded token would be mapped to. The number of parameters handled by             

the embedding layer is equal to the amount of input data multiplied by the given               

embedding dimension. A pooling layer is used to simplify the embedding layer’s            

output matrix by taking only the maximum vector into account to prevent            

overfitting and to enhance the contrast between features. The last two layers are a              

pair of fully, densely connected neural network layers. The final dense layer            

outputs the probability distribution for the ten document types by using a softmax             

activation function.  

 

The softmax activation is useful in multi-class learning where a sample belongs to             

one of many available classes as it’s output range spans from 0 to 1, and the sum                 

of all the probabilities will be equal to 1. When applied in multi-class learning, it’s               

output vector contains probabilities for each class with the most likely class or             

classes having the highest probabilities. The probability vector is formed by           

computing a normalized exponential function of all input values of the layer. 

 

After observing the preliminary results of the first three classifiers it was decided             

to partially iterate back to Design & Development phase of the DSRM process to              

see if a character token based artificial neural network would be more accurate in              

classifying the documents. This was done by creating an almost identical neural            

network to the one created for word tokens as Table 4 illustrates. A convolutional              

layer was appended and the documents’ first 10 000 integer encoded characters            

were used as as the embedding layers input for this ANN. The convolutional             
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neural network (CNN) layer is used to derive the basic features from segments of              

the group of vectors it receives as input. CNN’s output is a matrix where each               

column represents the weight of a feature detector. The trained character based            

ANN model was evaluated against the same batch of documents as the rest of the               

models and the results were documented (see table 4 in 5.4 Demonstration and             

Evaluation). 

 

TABLE 4. Character based artificial neural network layers. The “None” on every            

row in the table’s Output shape column indicates that the batch size or total              

amount of documents is irrelevant. 

Layer type Output shape Number of parameters 

Embedding layer None, 10000, 160 108 800 

Convolutional layer None, 9996, 128 102 528 

Pooling layer None, 128 0 

Dense layer None, 200 25 800 

Dense layer None, 10 2010 

 

After training the models it was necessary to be able to showcase the machine              

learning in practice. Because the client was already familiar with the digital            

service platform graphical user interface (GUI), the showcase was decided to be            

integrated into the existing GUI. To accomplish this, the trained classifiers would            

need to be in reach of the user. As illustrated in Figure 10, the user only interacts                 

with the digital service platform’s user interface. However, because the GUI is            

merely a representation of the system’s state as reported by the backend, it was              

decided that the backend would be responsible for requesting the machine           

learning system to identify a document. The user would single out the document             

to be identified via a RESTful API request containing the document’s ID. 
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A small web server was set up with the help of Python’s Tornado library. As the                

web server is initialized, a chosen model is also loaded to be able to immediately               

handle any incoming requests. It was observed that the load caused by the running              

web server with a single model loaded, was not significantly taxing for the             

system. The running web server exposes an API accepting POST requests           

containing a plain text document, which then undergoes the same text           

preprocessing operations as the material used for training. After classifying the           

document by its contents, the API returns a JSON object containing probabilities            

for all of the trained document types ready to be presented in the GUI. 

5.4 Demonstration and Evaluation 

All of the classifiers proved their worth in training and K-fold validation as             

illustrated in Table 5. The table shows the accuracy of each classifier in three              

different phases of evaluation.  

 

TABLE 5. Validation results 

Classifier Training 
accuracy 

K-fold 
accuracy 

Evaluation 
accuracy 

TF-IDF boosted decision 
tree 

90 % 84 % 42 % 

Doc2vec boosted 
decision tree 

99 % 87 % 20 % 

Artificial Neural Network 
(word tokens) 

99 % 91 % 44 % 

Artificial Neural Network 
(character tokens) 

91 % 82 % 44 % 

 

All of the accuracies depicted in Table 5 are generated by the tools provided by               

the machine learning libraries themselves, but any of the accuracies could also be             

verified manually by inputting documents and comparing the predicted document          

types against the documents’ reported type. The Python libraries used are           
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equipped with tools to evaluate a trained classifier’s capability as a part its             

training as well as after it. The XGBoost’s XGBClassifier enables examination of            

the classifier’s accuracy with the help of its score-function. The function outputs            

the ratio of correctly labeled inputs and can be run at every training epoch              

allowing a developer to examine when the classifier training reaches the point            

where further training creates negligible advantage over a previous iteration. The           

artificial neural network generated by Keras also has its own evaluate-function           

that outputs the classifier’s ratio of correctly labeled inputs and can also be run at               

every training epoch. 

 

The training accuracy in Table 5 represents the ratio either of the aforementioned             

evaluation functions output when they were given the set of material that was used              

to train them as an input. The table’s K-fold accuracy column represents the             

classifier’s ratio of correctly labeled documents when given a quintile of training            

material that was not used for training as input parameter. The evaluation            

accuracy column represents the ratio of the 185 documents reserved for           

evaluation, for which a classifier has predicted the correct, client reported label. 

 

The client supplied documents, that were used for validation, were converted with            

Tesseract from .pdf-documents into .txt-files, that could then be preprocessed          

in an identical manner to the documents used in training the models. Each             

document was analyzed by all four classifiers and the result was compared against             

the respective document’s client reported type. The complete list of predicted           

document types can be found in Appendix A. 

5.5 Communication 

Communicating the results of the DSRM process was first done between the            

internal stakeholders because the classifier’s poor performance against the 185          

documents used for evaluation as presented in Table 5 (see Chapter 5.4            

Demonstration and Evaluation). Because the classifiers had performed well         
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against the training material, the client was inquired of their process for labeling             

the data used for evaluation. This revealed that the individual documents had not             

been inspected, but the document type was assigned based only on their parent             

folder’s name. After closer examination of the evaluation material with the client,            

it was deduced, that the reported evaluation accuracy in Table 5 was not an              

accurate representation of the classifier’s capabilities. The actual accuracy was          

estimated to be somewhere between the K-fold accuracy and evaluation accuracy. 

 

The client was demonstrated the graphical user interface solution for using the            

classifier. The demonstration was done by randomly selecting uploaded         

documents for the classifier to identify. During the demonstration a future           

development suggestion was raised, that the machine learning system could          

operate automatically in the background, assigning document types for documents          

that have their type predicted within a certain threshold. Ultimately the client was             

satisfied with the performance of the machine learning system, but it was noted             

that the system should still be treated as work in progress due to the proof of                

concept nature of the project and that more development iterations should be            

made before applying the system in a production environment. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

The practical use case, presented by this thesis in Chapter 5, concurs with a              

number of previous studies advocating automated metadata extraction        

(Adefowoke, Sunday Adewale and Oluwole, 2009; Hui et al., 2003; Liddy et al.,             

2002; Yilmazel, Finneran and Liddy, 2004). The described implementation of the           

machine learning system in Chapter 5 answers the main research question (see            

Chapter 1.3 Objectives and Restrictions), confirming that machine learning is an           

applicable method for filling some document metadata. This thesis’ use case has            

the machine learning system acting as guidance for user to fill the metadata. The              

system could be rigged to assign the most probable document type automatically            

if a certain threshold is exceeded. Thus machine learning could prove itself as a              

valuable metadata tool in cases where user authored metadata is incorrect or            

lacking (Crystal and Land, 2003). However, machine learning’s applicability in          

deducing various document metadata types may be limited. 

 

Employing machine learning does have limitations as Table 5 in Chapter 5.4            

demonstrates. Any material used for any kind of evaluation has to be correctly             

labeled. This also applies for the labeled training data where the data has to be               

valid and if possible fully validated to ensure, that the model is trained only the               

desired features. It is possible that the training material, created by the client,             

differs so greatly from the evaluation material created by the client’s contractors,            

that a classifier is rendered useless. This may indicate, that a uniform human             

conception of a certain document type can’t always be taken for granted.            

However, a machine learning model can always be retrained with controversial           

documents as a part of the training material to improve the classifier. The interval              

for retraining a model should be optimized to prevent tipping of the scales towards              

a single author’s perception of a type. 
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In a hindsight the asiakirja-document type, which translates as document, included           

in training material used, could be regarded as too general, thus blurring the             

boundaries between different types. A human would arguably classify a document           

merely as a document in cases where classification is difficult or impossible. Such             

documents may contain very little features of any known document type, or the             

document may share features of two or more types. The classifiers proposed in             

this thesis return the probability for each of the trained labels, and some             

documents were observed to return very mixed probabilities (see documents in           

Appendix A where ANN’s certainty is less than 50 %). In a sense this mimics the                

uncertainty a human might have in classifying a document. In a more automated             

system a general type such as “document” could be reserved for documents with             

such mixed probabilities. 

 

The Python libraries used for creating machine learning models, and the libraries            

used in a more supporting role, enable the developed machine learning system to             

be integrated into existing systems via a lightweight, local Tornado web server.            

The web server can be run on any host machine that supports Python. The              

machine learning libraries allow the trained models to be saved and thus exported             

and imported to be used in a desired environment or container. Keras allows the              

user to save a trained ANN model into a .h5-file that can be used by both Python                 

and Java applications (Weber, 2018), streamlining the deployment of machine          

learning software. The ability to import a pretrained model in Java applications            

also enables integration of machine learning into Android based mobile platforms.  

 

Due to this research focusing on the applicability of machine learning as a             

document metadata tool, further research and development could be done to           

optimize the various parameters in the system. For example, the parameters used            

in Tesseract ’s pdf to text conversion could be tweaked so the document’s            

correct contents are used when training a model or when classifying the document             

with a classifier. Further research on classifier parameters could be done to ensure             
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optimal operation of a classifier. These parameters range from maximum amount           

of types used to the amount and type of layers used in a neural network or the                 

amount of trees used in a gradient boosted decision tree. 

 

The use case presented in this thesis only required the machine learning system to              

be able to figure out the document type. The described implementation of the             

system is only applicable in problem domains where large amount of documents            

can be labeled according to a desired metadata property. The metadata property            

should be deductible from the document content, arguably ruling out the majority            

of the different metadata types presented in Table 2 (see Chapter 2). Having a              

respective model for all required classifiers isn’t efficient, because the size of a             

single model can easily be over 50 MB with more complex models spanning to              

100 MB and beyond. Deployment of multiple models may either hog system            

resources as all of the models are kept readily available or cause notable delays as               

the desired model needs to be loaded before classifying. A single model capable             

of deducing a multitude of properties may be very complex and equally            

demanding for the system due to its size. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

This thesis examined the machine learning’s applicability as a document metadata           

tool. A machine learning system was developed using a problem-centered          

iteration of Design Science Research Methodology process. The development         

process entailed creation of four different models for their respective classifiers to            

find a suitable classifier for the problem. The classifiers were first evaluated with             

the documents their models were trained with, then with a K-fold cross-validation            

of the documents used for training and finally with an evaluation set of documents              

provided and labeled by the client. The trained machine learning models were            

exported to be used later.  

 

While the classifiers performed remarkably well against the training material,          

correctly labeling at least 82 % of the documents, none of them performed well              

against the material reserved for evaluation. Three of the four classifiers managed            

to label only 44 % of the evaluation material correctly and one classifier managed              

to label only 20 % of the material correctly. A faulty material labeling process was               

a major contributing factor for the performance gap. A minor contributing factor            

may be individual or organizational differences in different document type          

concepts. With these factors taken into account when examining the overall           

performance, machine learning appears as a viable option to deduce a document’s            

type metadata from its contents.  

 

The developed machine learning system was successfully deployed as a          

sub-system into an existing digital service platform with the help of a local web              

server. As machine learning tools for other programming languages become more           

readily available, the deployment of machine learning applications may be          

significantly streamlined. 
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The models used by a machine learning system can always be retrained as more              

correctly labeled material is accumulated. This effectively extends a machine          

learning system’s capability to recognize distinguishing features between        

document types. To extend a machine learning system’s capabilities in other           

metadata types, one would need to relabel the training material accordingly nad            

retrain the models. However, only some of the metadata types can be deduced             

from the document’s contents. Having multiple models for various tasks or one            

significantly larger model capable of multiple tasks may cause performance          

issues.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A. Document types according to different machine learning models. 
Probability column represents the word based ANN classifier’s  
 

 Document type according to classifier  

Reported type 
ANN1  

Word based 
ANN2 

Character based  
Random forest 

TF-IDF boosted 
ANN1 

Probability 

asiakirja raportti raportti raportti 53,8 % 

asiakirja raportti raportti raportti 43,7 % 

asiakirja raportti raportti raportti 52,8 % 

asiakirja raportti raportti raportti 50,2 % 

asiakirja raportti raportti dokumentaatio 98,1 % 

asiakirja raportti raportti dokumentaatio 94,8 % 

asiakirja raportti raportti dokumentaatio 97,4 % 

asiakirja raportti raportti dokumentaatio 96,3 % 

asiakirja raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 64,0 % 

asiakirja ilmoitus dokumentaatio hakemus 39,1 % 

asiakirja suunnitelma tilaus dokumentaatio 73,8 % 

asiakirja ilmoitus ilmoitus dokumentaatio 72,8 % 

asiakirja hakemus ilmoitus dokumentaatio 91,1 % 

asiakirja hakemus ilmoitus dokumentaatio 62,5 % 

asiakirja hakemus hakemus dokumentaatio 68,1 % 

asiakirja ilmoitus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 63,8 % 

asiakirja hakemus ilmoitus dokumentaatio 80,1 % 

asiakirja hakemus ilmoitus dokumentaatio 71,1 % 

asiakirja asiakirja hakemus dokumentaatio 82,6 % 

asiakirja asiakirja hakemus dokumentaatio 98,1 % 

asiakirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

asiakirja pöytäkirja dokumentaatio pöytäkirja 46,9 % 

asiakirja hakemus raportti hakemus 66,8 % 

dokumentaatio asiakirja ilmoitus hakemus 71,0 % 
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dokumentaatio hakemus ilmoitus dokumentaatio 31,4 % 

dokumentaatio asiakirja raportti hakemus 48,3 % 

dokumentaatio ilmoitus raportti hakemus 53,2 % 

dokumentaatio asiakirja dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 61,1 % 

dokumentaatio asiakirja dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 46,7 % 

dokumentaatio pöytäkirja muistio hakemus 67,0 % 

dokumentaatio pöytäkirja ilmoitus hakemus 58,1 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio hakemus 66,4 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio hakemus hakemus 88,7 % 

dokumentaatio raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 45,0 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus raportti hakemus 32,7 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 97,0 % 

dokumentaatio ilmoitus ilmoitus dokumentaatio 70,5 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 38,3 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus raportti dokumentaatio 50,6 % 

dokumentaatio ilmoitus ilmoitus ilmoitus 78,1 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus pöytäkirja dokumentaatio 49,3 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio ilmoitus dokumentaatio 36,7 % 

dokumentaatio raportti ilmoitus dokumentaatio 79,8 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio pöytäkirja dokumentaatio 73,3 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus hakemus dokumentaatio 35,8 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus tilaus dokumentaatio 48,1 % 

dokumentaatio pöytäkirja pöytäkirja hakemus 94,5 % 

dokumentaatio pöytäkirja dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 32,7 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 60,4 % 

dokumentaatio suunnitelma suunnitelma hakemus 60,1 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 55,5 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus hakemus dokumentaatio 37,2 % 

dokumentaatio suunnitelma hakemus dokumentaatio 64,2 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 60,4 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 64,0 % 

dokumentaatio ilmoitus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 64,8 % 

dokumentaatio asiakirja raportti dokumentaatio 32,8 % 
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dokumentaatio ilmoitus dokumentaatio ilmoitus 50,3 % 

dokumentaatio hakemus muistio hakemus 31,0 % 

dokumentaatio asiakirja muistio asiakirja 83,1 % 

dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 69,4 % 

hakemus raportti hakemus hakemus 88,3 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 69,9 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 98,1 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,9 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,7 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,8 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,9 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 100,0 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,2 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 98,9 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 97,9 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 89,8 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 74,6 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,0 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 94,1 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 66,9 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 54,3 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 98,6 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 96,7 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 98,5 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 95,4 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 97,4 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 96,7 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,9 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 85,1 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 98,6 % 

hakemus hakemus päätös hakemus 91,0 % 

hakemus hakemus hakemus hakemus 99,8 % 

hakemus raportti päätös hakemus 95,4 % 
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ilmoitus hakemus hakemus dokumentaatio 49,6 % 

ilmoitus ilmoitus hakemus ilmoitus 96,4 % 

ilmoitus dokumentaatio pöytäkirja dokumentaatio 73,3 % 

ilmoitus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 31,0 % 

ilmoitus ilmoitus ilmoitus raportti 37,1 % 

ilmoitus ilmoitus hakemus hakemus 73,0 % 

ilmoitus hakemus hakemus ilmoitus 95,0 % 

ilmoitus raportti ilmoitus dokumentaatio 43,2 % 

ilmoitus ilmoitus muistio raportti 36,5 % 

ilmoitus ilmoitus muistio dokumentaatio 59,8 % 

ilmoitus ilmoitus muistio dokumentaatio 68,5 % 

ilmoitus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 48,7 % 

ilmoitus dokumentaatio muistio dokumentaatio 83,9 % 

ilmoitus dokumentaatio pöytäkirja raportti 79,3 % 

muistio päätös dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 27,1 % 

muistio pöytäkirja muistio muistio 50,9 % 

muistio muistio muistio muistio 53,6 % 

muistio muistio pöytäkirja muistio 84,9 % 

muistio pöytäkirja pöytäkirja muistio 84,7 % 

muistio raportti pöytäkirja ilmoitus 89,7 % 

muistio pöytäkirja muistio hakemus 67,0 % 

muistio pöytäkirja muistio hakemus 67,0 % 

muistio muistio muistio muistio 95,4 % 

muistio pöytäkirja pöytäkirja dokumentaatio 46,0 % 

muistio pöytäkirja muistio muistio 51,9 % 

muistio päätös muistio muistio 59,4 % 

muistio muistio muistio muistio 87,3 % 

päätös hakemus hakemus ilmoitus 98,3 % 

päätös päätös päätös päätös 99,2 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja muistio muistio 50,9 % 

pöytäkirja muistio muistio muistio 53,6 % 

pöytäkirja muistio pöytäkirja muistio 84,9 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja muistio 84,7 % 
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pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja muistio pöytäkirja muistio 89,5 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 99,5 % 

pöytäkirja päätös pöytäkirja dokumentaatio 88,9 % 

pöytäkirja muistio hakemus muistio 90,1 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 98,7 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 98,7 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 99,9 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja pöytäkirja 100,0 % 

raportti raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 55,3 % 

raportti raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 45,0 % 

raportti dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 48,7 % 

raportti dokumentaatio muistio dokumentaatio 83,9 % 

raportti ilmoitus muistio raportti 36,5 % 

raportti hakemus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 60,4 % 

raportti muistio hakemus hakemus 28,7 % 

raportti raportti raportti raportti 100,0 % 

raportti raportti raportti raportti 100,0 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio muistio dokumentaatio 68,1 % 

suunnitelma ilmoitus dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 40,5 % 

suunnitelma raportti muistio dokumentaatio 55,6 % 

suunnitelma raportti muistio raportti 51,7 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 98,2 % 
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suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 64,0 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 95,7 % 

suunnitelma raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 89,3 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 85,1 % 

suunnitelma raportti suunnitelma dokumentaatio 41,4 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 61,5 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 80,5 % 

suunnitelma raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 66,2 % 

suunnitelma pöytäkirja pöytäkirja hakemus 53,6 % 

suunnitelma pöytäkirja pöytäkirja raportti 61,4 % 

suunnitelma raportti pöytäkirja raportti 68,1 % 

suunnitelma asiakirja muistio raportti 65,6 % 

suunnitelma raportti hakemus raportti 75,7 % 

suunnitelma asiakirja pöytäkirja hakemus 57,5 % 

suunnitelma asiakirja pöytäkirja raportti 87,7 % 

suunnitelma ilmoitus hakemus suunnitelma 64,5 % 

suunnitelma pöytäkirja pöytäkirja raportti 49,2 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus suunnitelma 74,3 % 

suunnitelma suunnitelma hakemus dokumentaatio 51,9 % 

suunnitelma pöytäkirja pöytäkirja dokumentaatio 77,6 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 98,2 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 85,1 % 

suunnitelma raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 85,9 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 95,7 % 

suunnitelma raportti suunnitelma dokumentaatio 41,4 % 

suunnitelma raportti hakemus dokumentaatio 89,3 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio dokumentaatio dokumentaatio 61,5 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 64,0 % 

suunnitelma dokumentaatio hakemus dokumentaatio 80,5% 

 

 


